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HAY HOUSE
ALCHEMY
OF HERBS
by Rosalee
de la Foret
& John Gallagher
RRP:$48.00
9781401950064
Hay House
Paperback
384 pages
Rosalee de la Foret, a clinical herbalist,
examines the history and modern-day use
of 29 herbs, offering clinical studies to
support their healing properties. She also
dives into the energetics of herbalism.

BRIDGING
TWO REALMS

ENERGY
STRANDS

HAY HOUSE
BASICS FAIRIES

by John Holland
RRP:$26.00
9781401950637
Hay House
Paperback
256 pages

by Denise Linn
RRP:$26.00
9781401950583
Hay House
Paperback
232 pages

by Flavia Peters
RRP:$26.00
9781788170208
Hay House
Paperback
224 pages

In BRIDGING TWO REALMS, John Holland provides inspiration and comfort for
the bereaved by demonstrating how you
can make contact with your passed loved
ones.

This book helps you discover the cables,
ropes, ribbons, strands, threads, and
filaments of energy that flow to and through
you. By learning ancient shamanic techniques, you’ll learn how to release the
cords that bind you.

Awaken the mystery of the old ways and
restore balance and harmony in your life by
connecting with the magical world of the
nature spirits. Fairies are nature spirits and
the guardian angels of the natural world.

NEW TITLES
LLEWELLYNS
LITTLE BOOK OF
SPIRIT ANIMALS
by Melissa Alvarez
RRP:$26.00
9780738752709
Llewellyn
Hardback
288 pages

SPIRITUAL
NATURE OF
ANIMALS

CRYSTAL
WANDS

ADVANCED
SHAMANISM

by Ewald Kliegel
RRP:$40.00
9781620556481
Healing Arts Press
Paperback
224 pages

by James Endredy
RRP:$36.00
9781591432838
Bear & Co
Paperback
256 pages

Helping you to enhance your bodywork
practice or advance your self-healing work
with crystals, this practical guide reveals
not only the many healing applications of
crystal wands but also the sheer beauty of
these powerful energetic tools.

Integrating modern research with ancient
knowledge to provide an enlightened view
of shamanism that marries science and
spirit, this guide offers authentic shamanic
wisdom and techniques to help the solitary
practitioner move forward on their shamanic path.

LLEWELLYN'S LITTLE BOOK OF SPIRIT
ANIMALS is the perfect, pocket-sized tool
to connect you to your spirit animals,
whether they are lifelong companions or
sent to deliver a single, specific message.

LIVING AN
EXAMINED LIFE

DAILY WRITING
RESILIENCE

TOTAL LIFE
CLEANSE

by Bryan Robinson
RRP:$40.00
9780738753430
Llewellyn
Paperback
432 pages

by Jonathan Glass
RRP:$50.00
9781620556917
Healing Arts Press
Paperback
416 pages

DAILY WRITING RESILIENCE provides
advice, inspiration, and techniques to help
you turn roadblocks into steppingstones.
You'll find tips and support through exercises such as meditation, breath work, yoga,
stress management, gratitude, decluttering, sleep, exercise, and more.

A comprehensive guide to the integrated
detox of body, mind, and spirit - Presents a
practical 28-day plant-based program,
divided into four cycles, to initiate and
maximize physical, mental, and spiritual
detoxification.

I AM A
WARRIOR
GODDESS
by Jennifer Adams
& Carme
Lemniscates
RRP:$32.00
9781683640059
Sounds True
Hardback 32 pages
She isn’t a princess - she’s a warrior goddess! You don’t have to be a grown-up to
be a hero, and I AM A WARRIOR GODDESS shows how in the empowering tale
of a little girl with big aspirations.

by James Hollis
RRP:$30.00
9781683640479
Sounds True

Paperback
160 pages

With his trademark eloquence and insight,
Dr. James Hollis offers a potent resource
you'll return to time and again to energize
and inspire you on your journey to create a
life of personal authority, integrity, and
fulfilment.

by Karlene Stange
RRP:$34.00
9781608685158
New World Library
Paperback
336 pages
Dr. Karlene Stange evolved understanding offers readers a unique interpretation of
our love for animals, a compelling tour of
spiritual traditions, and, ultimately, a healing and joyful engagement with the creatures with whom we share our planet.

CARDS
GUARDIAN
ANGEL
READING CARDS
by Debbie Malone
RRP:$38.00
9781925682168
Rockpool Publishing
Cards
The Guardian Angels in the cards will call
out to you with assistance on everyday
tasks. Let the Angels of Balance, Belief,
Clarity, Comfort and many others lift you on
their shoulders and help ease your troubles
away.

EIGHT COINS
TATTOO TAROT
by Lana Zellner
RRP:$65.00
9781572819191
U.S. Games
Tarot Set
This vividly illustrated deck follows the
artistic development of tattoo artist and
designer Lana Zellner. The 82-card deck
includes all of her original tarot art plus four
new cards painted specially for this edition.

TAROT MALEFIC
TIME DECK

TV SERIES
TAROT DECK

by Luis Royo &
Romulo
RRP:$40.00
8420707451592
Lo Scarabeo
Tarot Deck

by Gero Giglio
& Davide Corsi
RRP:$40.00
9788865275269
Lo Scarabeo
Tarot Deck

Malefic Time is a fantasy universe where
humanity is not alone in creation: there are
other creatures, called in many ways over
the years, now known as Celestials and
Fallen.

Countless TV series dot the screen of our
imagination. Maybe, but just maybe, someone has seen them all. In this deck, each
card portrays a different TV series. Will you
catch the hint? Will you catch the riddle?
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CDS
CD-MEDITATIONS
ON THE MAT (4 CDS)

CD-BAMBOO FOREST
by Deuter

by Rolf Gates
RRP:$55.00
9781622039821
Sounds True
Compact Disc

RRP:$35.00

NE3704
New Earth Records
Compact Disc

On CD-BAMBOO FOREST some of the pieces are Shakuhachi solo, while in others, Deuter has expanded the spirit and the soul of this bamboo flute to include a wider musical
experience. It is really an art to create sound with the Shakuhachi, and because of that,
because it’s so free there is a very wide spectrum in the sound. You can change it, you can
alter it, you can stretch it, you can push something, you can be very forceful or you can be
incredibly soft and sweet.

Acclaimed yogi Rolf Gates invites us to deepen the spiritual dimensions of our yoga practice through a series of talks and guided meditations. Based on Rolf's popular meditation
and yoga workshops, this audio program explores insightful teachings on three core skills:
wise effort, wise concentration, and wise mindfulness. According to Rolf, when we can
define and practice these skills during our meditation and yoga practices, we are better able
to bring them into the more complex circumstances of our everyday lives.

MORE NEW TITLES
LUMINOUS
LIFE

BIOPHILIA
EFFECT

ADRENAL
FATIGUE RELIEF

by Jacob Israel Liberman
RRP:$34.00
9781608685172
New World Library
Paperback
224 pages

by Clemens Arvay
RRP:$32.00
9781683640424
Sounds True
Paperback
264 pages

by Sorrel Davis
RRP:$26.00
9781570673535
Book Publishing Co
Paperback
136 pages

Early in his optometric career, Dr. Jacob Liberman experienced a sudden, significant, and lasting improvement in his
vision during a meditative experience. This seemingly
inexplicable event led him to question standard medical
beliefs and practices, to clinically investigate notions of light
and color therapy, and even to wonder if our fundamental
ideas about life are flawed.

This is a book that celebrates our interconnection with
nature and shows how to deeply engage the natural world
wherever you live to dramatically improve your health.
Clemens G. Arvay presents fascinating research, practical
tools and activities, inspiring stories, and more in this
accessible guide to the remarkable benefits of being in
nature.

Readers get an overview of the adrenal gland system, how
it functions, and whether it can become depleted, as well
as a review of diseases and disorders of the adrenal
glands. Adrenal fatigue syndrome is examined, including
what symptoms may present, how the illness progresses,
and what type of testing is available for diagnosis.

CLUTTER
INTERVENTION

PLANT BASED
SOLUTION

SIGIL
WITCHERY

by Tisha Morris
RRP:$36.00
9780738753263
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages

by Joel Kahn MD
RRP:$44.00
9781622038619
Sounds True
Hardback
264 pages

by Laura Tempest Zakroff
RRP:$40.00
9780738753690
Llewellyn
Paperback
264 pages

Go beyond basic decluttering and get to the root of why
you have such a hard time getting rid of your stuff. Clutter
Intervention will teach you about the psychological, emotional, and energetic components underlying your possessions, making it easier for you to let go and live authentically.

With more and more physicians promoting grass-fed beef,
free-range eggs, and organic butter as miracle foods, have
we forgotten about the scientifically proven power of a
vegan diet? Leading cardiologist Dr. Joel Kahn wants to
set the record straight--eating plants can save your life and
the planet too.

Sigils are powerful magical marks, designed to invoke
spirits and deities, influence people, provide instructions, or
designate sacred places. This book breathes fresh life into
the contemporary practice of sigil magick, showing you an
innovative approach to using marks, lines, dots, and colours for manifesting your will in the world.

YOGA TITLES
ENERGY MEDICINE
YOGA PRESCRIPTION

TRUE
YOGA

YOGA
RISING

by Lauren Walker
RRP:$36.00
9781622036615
Sounds True
Paperback
320 pages

by Jennie Lee
RRP:$34.00
9780738746258
Llewellyn
Paperback
288 pages

by Melanie Klein
RRP:$36.00
9780738750828
Llewellyn
Paperback
336 pages

With THE ENERGY MEDICINE YOGA PRESCRIPTION,
Lauren Walker presents an invaluable self-care resource
for helping us uncover the root causes of our physical and
psychological health complaints along with easy-to-learn
practices to accelerate our healing.

Using daily techniques, self-inquiry questions, and inspiring
affirmations, yoga therapist Jennie Lee presents a system
that opens the path to fulfilment and helps you connect with
your own divinity. Discover effective methods for maintaining positive thoughts, managing stress, improving communication, and building new habits for success.

Sharing their own stories of individual and collective turning
points, the contributors explore how body image and yoga
practice intersect with race and ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity, dis/ability, class and socioeconomic
status, age, size, and society.
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FINDHORN PRESS

One of the world’s leading independent publishers in the fields of spirituality, healing, and self-development, Findhorn Press began in 1971 with the publication of
GOD SPOKE TO ME by Eileen Caddy. In addition to Eileen Caddy, their authors include Diana Cooper, Carl Greer, Margaret Ann Lembo, Stewart Pearce, Allan
Hunter, and Jim PathFinder Ewing. Originally a branch of the legendary Findhorn Foundation spiritual community, cofounded by Caddy and famous for its miraculous gardens and sustainable ecovillage in Northeast Scotland, Findhorn Press today, under the direction of Thierry Bogliolo, is an independent Mind, Body, Spirit
publishing house. Their books still retain the essence of the original Findhorn mission: to make a positive, loving, and healing difference for you and our world.
FINDHORN PRESS - DIANA
DIANA COOPER CARDS
ANGEL CARDS
FOR CHILDREN

ANGELS OF
LIGHT CARDS

ATLANTIS
CARDS

by Diana Cooper
RRP:$32.00
9781844090273
Findhorn Press
Cards

by Diana Cooper
RRP:$34.00
9781844091416
Findhorn Press
Cards

by Diana Cooper
RRP:$34.00
9781844090594
Findhorn Press
Cards

These beautiful crafted cards with angel illustrations aim to
inspire and delight small children and their parents alike.
Angels are very familiar to a child's world whose vivid
imagination is yet undisturbed by too many influences from
the practical world.

KEYS TO THE
UNIVERSE CARDS
by Diana Cooper
RRP:$34.00
9781844096091
Findhorn Press
Cards
The KEYS TO THE UNIVERSE CARDS can accelerate
your progress to becoming an enlightened ascended master. Each card is beautifully illustrated with the words, the
number that resonates with Source and the angels that will
guide you when you work with them.

ANGELS
AND GEMSTONE
GUARDIANS CARDS
by Margaret Ann Lembo
RRP:$32.00
9781844096305
Findhorn Press
Cards
This deck of 44 oracle cards by Margaret Ann Lembo
familiarizes you with 44 gemstones. Using this card deck
will enable the gemstones and angels to bring you messages to increase your awareness. The gemstone and its
associated message on the front of the card give you a
reading.

ANGELS OF
ATLANTIS
ORACLE CARDS
by Stewart Pearce
RRP:$32.00
9781844095438
Findhorn Press
Cards
ANGELS OF ATLANTIS ORACLE CARDS are inspired by
the Twelve Archangels of Atlantis. The cards, like the
angels, appear as loving, wise guides providing powerful
counsel in order to heal our lives. These Archangels enchanted the elixir of well-being into existence that allowed
Atlantis to flourish harmoniously for thousands of years.

Each card in this lavish deck portrays a different angel for
guidance, protection, help, and healing. Intended for inspiration and affirmation, the cards work with the user's
thoughts and decisions to raise levels of consciousness
and open up psychic and spiritual gifts.

ORBS
CARDS
by Diana Cooper
& Kathy Crosswell
RRP:$34.00
9781844091768
Findhorn Press
Cards
This beautiful set of 44 Orb Cards plus two instruction
cards (all round, like Orbs, but packaged in a square tuckbox) will inspire and empower the user to connect with the
energy of a particular Orb for personal and planetary transformation.

FINDHORN PRESS - CARDS
CARDS
MASTERS
MYSTICS SAINTS
& GEMSTONE
GUARDIANS CARDS
by Margaret Ann Lembo
RRP:$32.00
9781844097180
Findhorn Press
Cards
Masters, Mystics, and Saints still share their energy and
messages. Matching the vibration of these teachers with
crystals, minerals, and stones provides guidance and
messages of hope, happiness, and well-being.

CRYSTAL OVERSOUL
ATTUNEMENTS CARDS
by Michael Eastwood
RRP:$40.00
9781844095711
Findhorn Press
Boxed Set
Designed for meditation and contemplation, this set of
beautiful cards and accompanying book explore in great
depth the spiritual and metaphysical qualities of crystals
and how to communicate with the part of the collective
consciousness that the crystals represent.

The positive vibrations of the Atlantean times are magnificently captured and put to use in this new card set by
Diana Cooper. They can provide insights and inspiration
for our life path, highlighting our strengths and helping us to
work with our weaknesses in the best possible way.

UNICORN
CARDS
by Diana Cooper
RRP:$34.00
9781844091447
Findhorn Press
Cards
The magical, mythical beings of pure energy known as
unicorns stand ready to help and guide humanity in this
beautiful deck of affirmations, which features a unique
unicorn on every card. By attuning to the pack and drawing
a card, users gain access to the wisdom of unicorns to help
with meditation or daily navigation.

ANGEL HEART
SIGILS CARDS
by Stewart Pearce
& Richard Crookes
RRP:$32.00
9781844096060
Findhorn Press
Cards
Sigils are seals and, like the Talisman of the fabled Grimoire, they bring about great magic. In this Oracle, their
kindled intelligence will utterly transform your life. For when
we feel that we are not in touch with the Source, even
though we are extensions of Source energy, we may bathe
in their teachings and feel our lives changed forever.

CRYSTAL
OVERSOUL
NEW EARTH
ATTUNEMENTS KIT
by Michael Eastwood
RRP:$40.00
9781844096589
Findhorn Press
Cards
The attunements are here to assist you getting yourself
unstuck, releasing the old energy and getting into the
correct dimensional reality." Here they are, 22 new crystalline mandalas, writings and audio recordings that offer
guidance as the New Earth reaches up, unfolds and welcomes us.
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2018 NEW RELEASES
PrePre-Order Now
ANIMAL TOTEMS
AND THE
GEMSTONE KINGDOM

ANIMAL ALLIES
AND GEMSTONE
GUARDIANS CARDS

by Margaret Ann Lembo
RRP:$40.00
9781844097425
Findhorn Press
Paperback 224 pages

by Margaret Ann Lembo
RRP:$32.00
9781844097418
Findhorn Press
Cards

Every animal is an ally, and every animal has a story to
help you find inner peace, knowledge, and wisdom.
The associated gemstone for each animal totem is a
further indication of the energy of the animal as symbolism and a teaching on your sacred journey.

Animal allies are helpers, supporters, and your spiritual
entourage, here to reveal self-knowledge and provide
clarity on life’s challenges. The Gemstone Guardians
are the devic force of the gemstone, which adds energetic assistance in achieving goals and desires through
the colour and geometric structure of the stone.

DREAMS THAT
CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE
by Larry Burke
& Kathleen
O'Keefe-Kanavos
RRP:$36.00
9781844097449
Findhorn Press
Paperback 224 pages
Showcasing the important role of dreams and their
power to detect and heal illness, Dr. Larry Burke and
Kathleen O’Keefe-Kanavos share amazing research
and true stories of physical and emotional healings
triggered by dreams.

GREEK MYTHOLOGY
READING CARDS
by Alison Chester-Lambert
RRP:$40.00
9781844097487
Findhorn Press
Cards
The mythology of ancient Greece gave the people their
history, moral principles, laws, and their spiritual support. All aspects of human nature and experience had
accompanying gods and goddesses that could be
consulted or learned from.

INNER
CAUSE

BEFORE I GO
by Jane Duncan Rogers
RRP:$34.00
9781844097500
Findhorn Press
Paperback
176 pages

by Martin Brofman
RRP:$36.00
9781844097531
Findhorn Press
Paperback 256 pages
THE INNER CAUSE comprises an A to Z compendium
of 800 symptoms and a psychology of their inner causes, the messages they are trying to send to our consciousness.

BEFORE I GO addresses the emotional, spiritual, and
practical aspects of end-of-life planning to help you
make well-informed decisions about your end-of-life
care and prepare well for your death.

POPULAR TITLES
Order Now For May Delivery
ANGELS
OF ATLANTIS

CRYSTAL HEALING
FOR ANIMALS

GEM
WATER

by Stewart Pearce
RRP:$34.00
9781844095698
Findhorn Press
Paperback
176 pages

by Martin Scott
& Gael Mariani
RRP:$30.00
9781899171248
Findhorn Press
Paperback 132 pages

by Goebel, Joachim
& Michael Gienger
RRP:$24.00
9781844091317
Findhorn Press
Paperback 96 pages

The 12 angels are depicted through extraordinary
illustrations that accompany their written message, and
each angel is mirrored by a priest-scientist that contributes to its divine energy.

This handbook aims to provide animal owners with all
the information they need to use crystal healing on their
pets and other animals. Crystals are effective for animals of all shapes and sizes, from a goldfish to a cart
horse, and so this book should be of use for owners of
every type of pet and animal.

CLEARING
by Jim Pathfinder Ewing
RRP:$30.00
9781844090822
Findhorn Press
Paperback
128 pages
Everyone has the potential capacity to perceive phenomena energetically and work with that energy. In
concise and easy to follow language, Jim Pathfinder
Ewing explains in his book how to develop this capacity and details techniques for working with it in a beneficial way.

NEW LIGHT
ON ASCENSION

ASCENSION
THROUGH ORBS

by Diana Cooper
RRP:$32.00
9781844090358
Findhorn Press
Paperback
208 pages

by Diana Cooper
RRP:$49.00
9781844091508
Findhorn Press
Paperback
240 pages

In her down-to-earth way, Diana Cooper introduces us
to important aspects of ourselves as well as being of
the spiritual world and shows how we can connect
more deeply with ourselves as with the unseen spiritual
guides.
Visit our website www.akasha.co.nz

TO ORDER:

FREEPHONE:
FREEFAX:
EMAIL:

Adding crystals to water is both visually appealing and
healthy. The water becomes infused with crystalline
energy. It is a known fact that water carries mineral
information and 'Gem Water' provides effective remedies, acting quickly on a physical level.

Diana Cooper adds up to date news about the spiritual
hierarchy and the most advanced energies available to
assist your own journey, as well as meditations and
exercises. Most important of all, in this book we offer
access to certain Orbs which will accelerate your spiritual growth and ascension.

for price and availability

0800 NEWAGE
0800 639-243
0800 845-738
info@akasha.co.nz

or order direct on our web site: www.akasha.co.nz

Find us
on Facebook

Akasha-Books-Limited

